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Abstract. The usefulness of electronic document delivery and ar-
chives rests in large part on advances in compression technology.
Documents can contain complex layouts with different data types,
such as text and images, having different statistical characteristics.
To achieve better image quality, it is important to make use of such
characteristics in compression. We exploit the transform coefficient
distributions for text and images. We show that the scheme in base-
line JPEG does not lead to minimum mean-square error if we have
models of these coefficients. Instead, we discuss an algorithm de-
signed for this performance that involves first classifying the blocks,
and then estimating the parameters to enable a biased reconstruc-
tion in the decompression value. Simulation results are shown to
validate the advantages of this method. © 2004 SPIE and IS&T.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1631317]

1 Introduction

With the rapid increase in signal bandwidth and mem
capacity, electronic document delivery has been gain
popularity in recent years. In an office environment,
example, many documents are simply scanned and
sent electronically to a list of recipients rather than pho
copied and distributed to their desks. It is therefore v
important to be able to compress them efficiently.

Many of these documents contain a mixture of d
types, such as natural images, text, line art, and ba
ground. It is known that these data types have differ
statistical characteristics. Specialized compression a
rithms have been developed for text~such as JBIG and
JBIG21! and images~such as JPEG2 and JPEG 20003!, re-
spectively. Some compression standards, such as Dj4

have provisions for using multiple compression schem
for text and image compression. However, sometimes
only use a single compression method for the entire ima
where JPEG is the most common. This is especially true
low-end hardware and software that need to reduce the
dec complexity. Fortunately, in JPEG we still have so
control on the parameters of the algorithm to adapt it
different image types. Compressing compound docume
by varying these parameters has received significant a
tion in recent years.5–7
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As a brief review, the JPEG algorithm is summarized
Fig. 1. The image is first divided into 838 nonoverlapping
blocks, and each block is subjected to a discrete cos
transform~DCT!. The coefficients are then quantized a
cording to the quantization matrixQe , by rounding off the
quotients when they are divided entrywise byQe . The
quantized coefficients are then entropy coded before tra
mission. The decoder reverses the process for Huffm
coding, dequantizes the coefficients by multiplying ent
wise with the matrixQd , and computes the inverse DCT
The compression is lossy because of the quantization
cess.

It is common to use the same quantization matrix
both encoding and decoding, i.e.,Qe5Qd . The JPEG com-
mittee suggests the matrix, as shown in Fig. 2 for bothQe

and Qd , take into account some of the human visual s
tem properties, although its use is strictly voluntary. Ho
ever, setting the quantization and dequantization matr
to be the same does not give the best image quality, if
have information about the statistics of the transform co
ficients.

Let the DCT coefficients in a block beI (u,v), whereu
andv are the spatial frequencies in the horizontal and v
tical directions, both ranging from 0 to 7. UsingI q(u,v) to
denote the quantized coefficients andI n(u,v) for the quan-
tization noise, we see that they are related by

I ~u,v !

Qe~u,v !
5I q~u,v !1I n~u,v !. ~1!

From a statistical point of view,I n(u,v) is a random vari-
able with 20.5<I n(u,v),0.5. Since we only transmi
I q(u,v), for decoding, we have

Î ~u,v !5Qd~u,v !I q~u,v !. ~2!

To compare the original and decompressed images, we
mally would have to calculate the mean-square error~MSE!
in the space domain. However, because of the unitary
ture of the 2-D DCT, we could perform the calculation
the DCT domain because of Parseval’s theorem.8 There-
fore,

nd
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of a block-based linear transform for image compression.
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MSE5 (
u50

7

(
v50

7

@ I ~u,v !2 Î ~u,v !#2

5 (
u50

7

(
v50

7

@~Qe2Qd!I q1QeI n#2, ~3!

where it is understood thatQe , Qd , I q , and I n all have
arguments (u,v). From this equation, we can see that s
ting Qe5Qd does not necessarily lead to the minimu
MSE. This has been exploited in Ref. 9 to enhance im
quality.

We employ a different methodology. Suppose we b
the reconstruction byB, i.e., the decompression is com
puted using

Ĩ ~u,v !5Qd~u,v !I q~u,v !2B~u,v !. ~4!

Therefore,

MSE5 (
u50

7

(
v50

7

@~Qe2Qd!I q1~QeI n2B!#2

5 (
u50

7

(
v50

7

~QeI n2B!2, ~5!

if we setQe5Qd . This is minimum when

Fig. 2 The recommended JPEG quantization matrix.
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B~u,v !5Qe~u,v !E@ I n~u,v !#, ~6!

whereE@•# denotes expectation. In essence,B(u,v) moves

the decoding valueĨ (u,v) to be the centroid of the cod
block.10 In the absence of any known distribution o
I n(u,v), we may assume it is uniform between60.5, and
thereforeB(u,v)50. However, in the next section we con
struct an image model that shows thatI n(u,v) behaves dif-
ferently for text and images. We can then make use of
knowledge to enhance compound document compressi

2 Doubly Stochastic Image Model

To compute the centroid in each code block, we first ne
to have a distribution model for the transform coefficien
Aside from many empirical studies that employ goodne
of-fit techniques for the distributions,11–14a doubly stochas-
tic model has been shown to provide a solid mathemat
foundation for this purpose.15,16

In this model, the distribution is computed in a two-st
process. First, within each 838 block used for DCT, the
pixels are deemed to be identically distributed. They do
need to be independent, as long as the correlation betw
adjacent pixels is not too big compared with the block si
Let i (p,q) denote a pixel,p50,...7,q50,...7, within the
block. The DCT is computed with the equation

I ~u,v !5
C~u!C~v !

4 (
p50

7

(
q50

7 H i ~p,q!cosF ~2p11!pu

16 G
3cosF ~2q11!pv

16 G J , ~7!

with

C~n!5H 1

&
for n50

1 for n.0

. ~8!

Equation~7! can be interpreted as a weighted sum of ide
tically distributed random variables. By the law of larg
numbers, the DCT coefficient is approximately Gauss
distributed. Lets2 denote the variance. We therefore ha
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Compound document compression . . .
P@ I ~u,v !us2#5
1

A2ps
expH 2

I 2~u,v !

2s2 J . ~9!

Second, across different blocks in the image, we c
sider the block variance to be a stochastic quantity its
This distribution varies with different image types. F
natural images, it resembles an exponential distributio15

For text, a uniform distribution is a better model.16 In both
cases, we can compute the DCT coefficient distribution
ing the equation

P@ I ~u,v !#5E
0

`

P@ I ~u,v !us2#P~s2!d~s2!. ~10!

If we put the exponential distribution and Eq.~9! into
the previous equation, i.e., with

P~s2!5l exp$2l~s2!%, ~11!

after some manipulation,15 we have

P@ I ~u,v !#5
A2l

2
exp$2A2luI ~u,v !u%. ~12!

Therefore, the distribution of the DCT coefficients for nat
ral images is Laplacian. If we put the uniform distributio
and Eq.~9! into Eq. ~10!, i.e., with

P~s2!5
1

t2s
, ~13!

for s<s2<t, the result does not produce a closed-fo
solution. However, we can evaluate the integral num
cally. The result is shown to resemble a Gauss
distribution.16 In both cases, we can conclude that ifI (u,v)
is not a uniform distribution,I n(u,v) would also be non-
uniform with the quantization scheme in Eq.~1!. A biased
reconstruction from mid-point to the centroid of each co
block will therefore enhance the decompression, with
details presented in the next section.

3 Biased Reconstruction

We can now compute the centroid of the code block. Wi
out loss of generality, assumeI q(u,v) is positive. Because
the probability density functions ofI (u,v) are zero mean
and symmetric, ifI q(u,v)50 we haveB(u,v)50, i.e., no
bias is necessary. The case forI q(u,v),0 is the mirror
image ofI q(u,v).0. The boundaries of the code block a
-
.

-

thereforea5(I q20.5)Qe and b5(I q10.5)Qe , where we
drop the arguments (u,v) when no ambiguity arises. For
Laplacian distribution, the centroid is

x̂5

E
a

b

x
l

2
exp$2lx%dx

E
a

b l

2
exp$2lx%dx

5

1

2 F2x exp$2lx%2
1

l
exp$2lx%G

a

b

1
2 exp$2la%2 1

2 exp$2lb%

5
a exp$2la%2b exp$2lb%

exp$2la%2exp$2lb%
1

1

l

5
a1b

2
1

a2b

2

exp$2la%1exp$2lb%

exp$2la%2exp$2lb%
1

1

l

5I qQe2
Qe

2
cothS lQe

2 D1
1

l
. ~14!

The bias term is therefore

B5F1

2
cothS lQe

2 D2
1

lQe
GQe . ~15!

Note that B.0 because coth(x).1/x for positive x. An
example is shown in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, for a Gaussian distribution, the c
troid is

Fig. 3 Centroid and mid-point for a code block in a Laplacian distri-
bution.
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x̂5

E
a

b

x
1

A2ps
expH 2

x2

2s2J dx

E
a

b 1

A2ps
expH 2

x2

2s2J dx

5

1

2A2ps
E

a2

b2

expH 2
y

2s2J dy

QS a

s D2QS b

s D

5

sS expH 2
~ I q2 1

2!
2Qe

2

2s2 J 2expH 2
~ I q1 1

2!
2Qe

2

2s2 J D
A2pFQS ~ I q2 1

2!Qe

s
D 2QS ~ I q1 1

2!Qe

s
D G ,

~16!

where the functionQ(x) is theQ function defined as17

Q~x!5
1

A2p
E

x

`

exp$2t2%dt. ~17!

Therefore, the bias term is

B5I qQe

2

sS expH 2
~ I q2 1

2!
2Qe

2

2s2 J 2expH 2
~ I q1 1

2!
2Qe

2

2s2 J D
A2pFQS ~ I q2 1

2!Qe

s
D 2QS ~ I q1 1

2!Qe

s
D G .

~18!

Note that this bias is a function ofI q , and is also always
positive. An example is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Centroid and mid-point for a code block in a Gaussian distri-
bution.
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4 Compound Document Compression

We are now ready to modify the JPEG algorithm to achie
optimal decompression for a compound document. To
gin with, we need to distinguish between text and ima
regions in a compound document. Unlike many tradition
image segmentation algorithms, we want the classifica
to be done on a block basis rather than at the pixel le
This has the added advantage of minimizing both mem
and processing requirements.

Let D( j ) be a discriminant function on thej ’ th block,
which indicates whether the block should be classified
text or as image. We simplify the method proposed in R
5 so that eachD( j ) is independent of its neighbors for ea
of computation and a potential for parallelization. We co
puteD( j ) as a function of the 63 AC coefficients with

~19!

where

g~x!5H log2~ uxu!14 if uxuÞ0

0 otherwise
. ~20!

The constant 4 is an estimate of the average number of
needed to encode a nonzero coefficient.5 I q(u,v; j ) denotes
the quantized DCT coefficient at the (u,v) subband for
block j . A higher value inD( j ) indicates that this block is
more likely to be text. In fact, we use the valueD( j ) to
decide on the nature of the blockj as follows:

Fig. 5 An example of a mixed document.
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Compound document compression . . .
D~ j !'0⇒block is background

D~ j !,T0⇒block is image. ~21!

D~ j !>T0⇒block is text

T0 is a threshold parameter. Essentially, if the block
background, there is no need for any adjustment to
DCT coefficients. When the block is classified as an ima
we use a Laplacian probability density function to mod
the AC coefficients. When the block is classified as text,
use a Gaussian probability density function to model
AC coefficients. In both cases, we use the scheme
scribed in the previous section to adjust the decompres
value, using Eqs.~14! and~16!. However, the issue remain
as to how to estimate the parameters for either the Lap
ian or Gaussian distributions.

For Laplacian, the maximum likelihood parameter es
mation forl given the observationsI (u,v; j ) is18

l~u,v !ML5
Nj

( j 51
Nj uI ~u,v; j !u

, ~22!

where Nj is the total number of blocks. This, howeve
requires access to the unquantized values. In the dec
we only have the quantized valuesI q(u,v). We can put
I q(u,v; j ) into Eq. ~22! to obtain a rough estimate o
l(u,v). Since more numbers are quantized toward 0,

Fig. 6 An example of text inside an image.
,

-
n

-

r,

calculation will generally result in an overestimation
l(u,v), and we can reduce it by a constant factor in pra
tice.

As for Gaussian, the maximum likelihood parameter
timation is18

s~u,v !ML5H (
j 51

Nj I ~u,v; j !2

Nj
2F (

j 51

Nj I ~u,v; j !

Nj
G2J 1/2

. ~23!

We can putI q(u,v; j ) into Eq. ~23! to obtain a rough esti-
mate ofs(u,v), and then increase it by a constant facto

5 Simulation

To test the ideas proposed in this work, we evaluate
performance of the algorithm on a couple of test imag
Figure 5 shows one such image, with predominantly t
and an embedded image. The figure is of size 5
3512 pixels. We also tested with documents such as
6, which is mostly image but with embedded text. Th
latter one is 2563256 pixels.

We tested the images in a couple of ways. First, we
the decompression mechanism in the baseline JPEG, w
does not assume any distribution in the coefficients.
record the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of the resultant im-
age as compared with the original. Second, we test
algorithm without the discriminant function, assuming th
the DCT coefficients for all the blocks have a Laplaci
distribution with l determined from the decoder sid
Third, we examine the case where the DCT coefficients
all the blocks are assumed to have a Gaussian distribu
with s computed by the decoder. Finally, we test with
mixed model, using the discriminant function described b
fore. We set the thresholdT05180. Each block is classified
so that we can use the two prior models in decompress

The results for the two images are summarized in Ta
1. In both cases, we observe that using a biased recons

Table 1 Simulation results for various coefficient models.

SNR

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Normal dequantization 20.40 dB 17.75 dB

Laplacian model 20.47 dB 18.05 dB

Gaussian model 20.73 dB 17.93 dB

Mixed model 20.74 dB 18.05 dB
Table 2 Simulation with different quality factor for Fig. 5.

SNR for various q for Fig. 5

40 50 60 70 80 90

Normal dequantization 19.26 dB 20.40 dB 21.67 dB 23.47 dB 26.25 dB 31.58 dB

Mixed model 19.56 dB 20.74 dB 22.02 dB 23.90 dB 26.67 dB 31.88 dB

Gain 0.30 dB 0.34 dB 0.35 dB 0.43 dB 0.42 dB 0.30 dB
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1) / 195
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Table 3 Simulation with different quality factor for Fig. 6.

SNR for various q for Fig. 6

40 50 60 70 80 90

Normal dequantization 16.76 dB 17.75 dB 18.85 dB 20.36 dB 22.79 dB 27.61 dB

Mixed model 17.02 dB 18.05 dB 19.17 dB 20.70 dB 23.18 dB 27.97 dB

Gain 0.26 dB 0.30 dB 0.32 dB 0.34 dB 0.39 dB 0.36 dB
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tion always produces an image with better quality. For F
5, we see that assuming all the blocks have a Gaus
distribution produces better SNR than a Laplacian distri
tion. This is in-line with the earlier discussion that for
document with text, the transform coefficient distributio
resembles Gaussian. Using a mixed model will further
crease the quality by only a small margin. On the oth
hand, for Fig. 6, which is predominantly image, using
Laplacian model produces better quality output than usin
Gaussian model. Again, this is in accordance with the t
oretical discussion in Sec. 2. A mixed model is seen
produce little improvement over a single model. These
sults indicate that if a document has predominantly tex
images, a single model will suffice. However, if both ha
significant proportions, it is better to use the discrimina
function to classify the document, and then apply the
propriate model for the best decompression performance
either case, though, a mixed model is seen to produc
least as good a result as a single model.

Next, we examine the gain due to biased reconstruc
for various compression ratios. In most JPEG codecs, th
is a quality parameter used to adjust the quantization
trix. The quality factorq ranges from 0 to 100. We adjus
the encoding matrix by

Q̃e5H Qe

50

q
for q<50

Qe~220.02q! for q.50

. ~24!

So a smallq corresponds to worse quality. Using the sca
quantization matrix, we investigate the SNR for quality fa
tors from 40 to 90. The results for the two images a
shown in Tables 2 and 3. We see that using a mixed mo
can achieve consistently around 0.3-dB gain in almost
cases, sometimes even above 0.4-dB gain for quality
tors around 70 and 80, which are the usual operating ra
for JPEG.

6 Conclusions

We propose a mechanism of improving the decompres
quality of compound documents by taking advantage of
DCT coefficient distributions. This method is seen to p
duce documents with better quality than when using
baseline JPEG. However, this is achieved at the expens
more computation. Also, we need a more robust mechan
in estimating the parameters for various distributions. F
ther improvement can be made by using the general
ctronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
n
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Gaussian distribution as a model for both text and natu
images, and by reducing the computational workload in t
algorithm.
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